
Live Video Stream

Feel like you are in the deposition room and 
experience face-to-face interaction with live 
HD video. Video can be displayed in speaker 
view, gallery view, or fullscreen mode - which 
highlights the deponent’s video feed.

If you have dual monitors, take advantage of 
tile customization to break apart both exhibit 
and video modules and spread your deposition 
experience across multiple screens.

View the deponent in full-screen mode, while 
managing, previewing, and presenting exhibits 
from a separate screen.  

Have video and non-PDF documents pulled up 
and and ready to screen share in full-screen 
mode.

HusebyConnect’s robust exhibit presentation 
module allows counsel to present exhibits 
electronically, make annotations and mark 
with an exhibit sticker into the record. Exhibit 
numbering can be manual or automated. 

Marked exhibits are saved into a dedicated Final 
Exhibit folder, immediately available to search, 
sort, share, and download.

Extensive annotation features allow counsel 
and/or the deponent to highlight, redact, and 
add shapes/arrows as either a point of reference 
or to be made a permanent part of the exhibit.
Annotations can be moved or edited prior to 
saving.

Managing exhibits during the deposition is easier 
than ever before.  New exhibits can be uploaded 
before or during the deposition proceedings. 
Exhibits can be marked ahead of time or on-
the-fly, are updated instantly and saved into a 
dedicated exhibit folder.  They are available for 
immediate access throughout your case.

Counsel has access to a complete history of all 
exhibits in the portal.  Exhibits can be searched, 
sorted, shared, and downloaded after the 
deposition is complete.

Electronic Exhibit Presentation

Break-Apart Tiles

Exhibit Management

HusebyConnect 2.0
A ROBUST PLATFORM FOR YOUR 
MOST COMPLEX CASES
HusebyConnect 2.0 is our newly re-designed 
industry-leading, proprietary remote deposition 
platform with live video stream, integrated 
electronic exhibit presentation, and a case 
management portal. Utilize TILES to customize 
your layout.

HusebyConnect
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